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On Dίffeomorphίc
Approximations of Polyhedral
Surfaces in 4-Space
By Shin'ichi KINOSHITA

Let / be a semilinear homeomorphism of a connected closed surface
F, with or without boundary, in 4-space E\ Hence f ( F ) is polyhedral.
Then / is said to be diffeomorphically
approximate if for each positive
real number 8 there exists a diίfeomorphism g of F into E 4 such that
\f(x)-g(x}\<8 for each *eF 1} .
First suppose that F is a connected closed surface without boundary.
Let p19 •- ,pn be all the singularities2^ of f ( F ) in E 4 and k19 ••• ,*„ the
knot types of these singularities, respectively. Further let k be the knot
product of k19 ••-,%„. Then the purpose of this note is to prove the
following
Theorem 1. / is diffeomorphically
approximable if k is null-equivalent2^.
It is easy to see that if F is the 2-sphere, then k is null-equivalent.
Therefore, as a special case of Theorem 1, we have
Theorem 2. // F is the 2-sphere, then f has a diffeomorphίc approximation.
Now let F be a connected closed surface with boundary. In this
case, by the same method of proof, we have the following
Theorem 3. / can be diffeomorphically

approximated.

The author acknowledges with great pleasure his gratitude to Professors Cairns and Fox for their valuable advices.
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proof of Theorem 1 is divided into two steps.
To construct a semilinear homeomorphism h of F in 4=~space E4,
an approximation of f such that h(F) is locally flat** at every
h(F).

1) For the case of polyheral (n — l)-manifold in w-space, see [3] [5J.
2) See [1] [2].
3) See[l][6].
4) See [1] [2].
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(2) To construct a diffeomorphism g of F in k-space E\ which is an
approximation of h.
In the second step there occurs no difficulty, since h(F) is a locally
flat closed surface in 4-space. Hence we shall omit the proof of it.
Now we shall prove the first step. As far as this step is concerned
we may take the semilinear point of view. By definition, for each of
the singularities pl,
, pn we can take sufficiently small 4-cells C x , , Cn
such that C, A/(F) is a cone whose base is the knot fe, , where the knot
type of k{ is kiy in the bdry C{ and that the interior of the 2-cell
f(F)r\d is contained in Int Ciy respectively.
Further let A (* = 2, ••• , n) be a sufficiently narrow 4 cell satisfying
the following conditions :

( ϋ ) DiΓ\Ci is a 3-cell,
5
(iii) DiΓ\dr\f(F) is an arc which represents a trivial knot in DiΓ\d \
(iv) DiΓ\f(F) is a narrow 2-cell which is imbedded trivially in Diy
( v ) Dίr\C1 is a 3-cell, and
(vi) Dir\Clr\f(F) is an arc which represents a trivial knot in Z?f A C l β
The existence of such Dt is obvious, since f ( F ) is locally flat at every
n

point of F— \Jpi.
1 =1

Now we shall construct the semilinear homeomorphism h in question.
We shall only construct the image h(F), for from this it will be easy
to define the required h.

Dn

f(F)
5) See [4].
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First, for each / (/ = 2, ••• , n) we construct a knot k( in bdry Cz such

( i ) k't = kiXkϊl and
(ii) ^ A (bdry Ci-Di)=f(F) A (bdry C,-A).
Since the knot type of the singularity pi is kiy this is possible. Then
the arc # A A AC f represents the knot type &71 in the 3-cell A AC,.
From (i) follows the existence of a locally flat 2-cell d{ such that d{ C C,,
the interior of the 2-cell rff is contained in Int Ct and the boundary of
the 2-cell dt is k(.
Next we construct a knot k = k1x ••• x£ w in bdry Cx such that
( i ) k A (bdry Q-0 A ) =/(^) A (bdry C,-\J A) and
, =2

, =2

(ii) the arc £{AA AC, represents the knot type £,- in the 3-cell
A AC, (ί=2, -,»).
Since the knot type of the singularity pl is ^, this is possible. As remarked before, the arc £<AA ACf (ί = 2, ••-,») represents the knot type &71 in
the 3-cell A A C / . Since DiΓ\Ci and Dίr\C1 are opposite faces of the
4 cell A, there exists a locally flat 2-cell <?/ in A whose boundary is
(«AA^(*AA)u{(/(F)-0
Cy)Abdry A} .
=1
y

By our assumption that k is null-equivalent there exists a locally
flat 2-cell dl such that ^ C C j , the interior of the 2 cell ^ is contained
in Int Cl and the boundary of the 2-cell d1 is ^.
Then
h(F) =

i=l

\Jdi\J\Jeί^{f(F)^(E4-\JC-\jDi)}
,'=2

ι=l

ί=2

is a locally flat connected surface homeomorphic to f ( F ) . It is easy to
define a homeomorphism h as an approximation of /. This completes
the proof of the first step and hence the proof of Theorem 1.
As remarked before, Theorem 2 is a special case of Theorem 1. But
Theorem 2 can be proved directly using the method of the proof of
Theorem 1. For, in this case, the existence of dl, in the proof, is almost
obvious and our assumption is used only to verify it.
The proof of Theorem 3 is done by the same way. In this case,
since f ( F ) is a connected surface with boundary, we can draw the narrow
4-cell A (ί = l, 2, ••• , «), in the proof of Theorem 1, from the neighborhood
of the singularity p{ to the boundary of f ( F ) . No special reference to
the singularity pl is necessary.
As far as the converse of Theorem 1 is concerned the problem is
still open.
(Received March 21, 1960)
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